ATLAS T7 FULL COVERAGE
TACTICAL VEST
The Atlas T7 Full Coverage Tactical Vest meets the needs
of operators that require a combination of lightweight
protective coverage and high-speed mobility. The T7
utilizes a shooter’s cut platform while accepting optional
attachments such as cummerbund, biceps, throat,
groin, lower back and collar/throat protection with
optional Quick Release functionality. The Atlas family
provides a high-speed solution by offering a sleek
design that targets modularity and mobility with teamfriendly design for integration with other Atlas models.
Available in a range of sizes with optimized adjustability
for both coverage and comfort.

COLOR OPTIONS
BLACK

GREEN

COYOTE

MULTICAM

FEATURES





Construction utilizes a combination of durable nylon fabric with a durable
and water-repellent coating
VELCRO® brand fasteners on the front and back for ID patches
Bottom-loading 10x12” front and rear hard armorplate pockets with
internal plate-leveling system(XS/S size accept 8x10” plates)

OPTIONAL FEATURES


Ergonomically Formed Collar Protector



Ergonomically Formed Throat Protector



Groin Protector with three rows of MOLLE webbing



Lower Back Protector with two rows of MOLLEwebbing

Spacer mesh on body side for ventilation and comfort





Bicep Protectors with VELCRO® brand fasteners for 4x4” and 2x8” patches

Fully adjustable shoulders with communicationspass-through





Cummerbund-integrated Side Plate Pockets for hardarmor plates

MOLLE webbing attachment coverage for pouchesand accessories



Cummerbund ballistics



Expanded rear drag strap for emergency extraction



Quick Release System



Over-the-shoulder ballistic inserts



Internal panel suspension system for panel supportand placement



External ballistic cummerbund with MOLLE webbing(ballistics optional)



MADE IN
CANADA
Please contact your authorized PSP representative to discuss your
ballistic requirements.
Information contained in this document is subject to material tolerances and test facility conditions. Specifications and/or products shown are subject to change without notice and may differ from the illustrative
depictions. Full technical details / specifications are available upon request.
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